We the class of 1988-1989 dedicate our yearbook to: Mr. Stern and Mrs. Robison
The Picture Gallery
WHAT WE THINK ABOUT WHEN WE'RE IN CLASS....
GIRL OR BOYFRIENDS; SUMMER; MONEY;
SLEEPING; HIGH SCHOOL; SCUBA DIVING;
REPORT CARDS; HAND GLIDING;
PARACHUTING; WATER SKIING; HOCKEY;
BEING ABLE TO DRIVE; COLLEGE;
SHOPPING; WHO LIKES WHO; WHEN AND
WHO WILL TELL; FOOD; TESTS; OBSESSION
ISLAND; MOVIES; AFTER SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES; SWIMMING; TANNING;
BEACHES; WHO'S MAD AT YOU; THE QUEBEC
TRIP; WHAT'S GOING ON; "I'M SO DEAD";
HOMEWORK WE HAVEN'T DONE; DYING OF
CHRONIC BOREDOM; WHEN'S LUNCH;
WHEN'S THE BELL GOING TO RING; WRITING
NOTES TO FRIENDS; WHAT'S THE DATE,
NEXT CLASS'S TEST; WHO ARE YOU GOING
TO TALK TO TONIGHT; EXCUSES; SPORTS;
DANCES; VACATION TIME; SKIING; THE
WEEKEND; FINISHING A REPORT.
Jason Fivesk
Ryan Fortier
Kristen Foss
Stephanie Fry
Christopher Fuslow
Nina Getson

Shanti Giampa
Tracy Gianotti
Katherine Gluck
Seth Goldberg
Stephanie Goullet
Leo Gower

Kurtis Gray
Valerie Green
Katherine Greene
Nancy Haas
Michael Hackmer
Shoran Haddad

Rebecca Hanson
Kimberly Harris
Simon Hawes
Beverly Heinie
Emily Heiss
Mark Hetenyi

Michael Hollywood
Rohki Holman
Mary Hopkins
Joanna Jeffery
John Joffrion
Nirah Johnson

Sharon Joyce
Tiffany Jubinsky
Hillary Kane
Margaret Kearns
John Kinsman
Emily Knee

Sarah Koenigsberg
James Kohl
Vaso Kovijanic
Miyuki Kayanagi
Brian Lee
Michael Lynch

Heather Lyon
Michael MacLellan
Todd Markson
Anna Marmanides
Elizabeth Mason
Joshua May
Sarah Wheeler
Leno Willensky
Michelle Williams
Tiesha Williams
Elisabeth Willner
Catherine Worster

Anne--Marie Wulfsberg
Jonathan Wyman
Desia Young
Takary Young
Elijah Zarwan
Kenneth Zins
CAN YOU IMAGINE?

Mrs. Birk wearing normal shoes * Nirah hating to dance * Colton without Polo * Polo without Colton * Katy Greene not saying, "Oh well, that's okay!" * Comfortable school chairs * The office chair always being empty * Fresh smelling buses * Curt not screeching his nails on a chalkboard * An easy essay test * Mr. Pod not tucking in his tie * Chris A. not laughing * No one eating candy * People getting work done at the library * Keeping a pen for more that a week * Kim Harris in contemporary clothes * Crawling to lunch * Dr. Curtin wearing high-tops * Mrs. Duffy wearing slacks * Ian Anderson's watch being wrong * Nashoba Valley Ski Area holding the Winter Olympics * A gum-free school * Eli short * Mrs. Nann wearing pants * Andrew Cho being muscular * Dr. Curtin not wearing sandals * Mrs. Duffey being a teenager
* Mr. Weeks in a Speedo * Kristin Bratzler being suspended for vandalism * coming back
* Lucy D. not talking * Not taking notes in social studies * Mr. Weeks not explaining things * Desia not worrying about her hair * Ben Small not being funny * Jason with straight hair * Alison B. without Guns N' Roses * Rahkii without a cap, clock and ring * Boys basketball team winning a game * Mrs. Duffy in tight mini-skirt * Mrs. Boudrot without animals * Locking lockers * A quiet English class at Peabody * A week without a math test * Neat lockers * A good D.J. at a dance * A day without an English test * A dance without a limbo contest * Emily Heiss being mean * Having hours of homework * An exciting research paper * Clean toilets * A cold water fountain * Not fooling around in science class * Fresh smelling bathrooms *
1982 CONCORD MIDDLE SCHOOL
8TH GRADE SKI TRIP TO
KING RIDGE
Mrs. Davidson’s Homeroom

Ms. Keiger’s Homeroom

Mr. Miller’s Homeroom
Mrs. Lewis' Homeroom

Mr. Chamberlin's Homeroom

Mr. Stern's Homeroom

Mrs. Westcott's Homeroom
Ms. Birk’s Homeroom

Mr. Coleman’s Homeroom

Ms. Mega’s Homeroom
FAVORITES

ACTOR
1. TOM CRUISE
2. CHARLIE SHEEN
3. TOM HANKS

FOOD
1. PIZZA
2. CHINESE
3. PASTA

ACTRESS
1. DEMI MOORE
2. MOLLY RINGWALD
3. CHRISTIE BRINKLEY

MOVIE
1. RAIN MAN
2. BREAKFAST CLUB
3. DIE HARD

GROUPS
1. GUNS ‘N’ ROSES
2. DEF LEPPARD
3. INXS

TV SHOWS
1. THE WONDER YEARS
2. GROWING PAINS
3. NIGHT COURT
Sanborn Student Council

Peabody Student Council
Boys Soccer

Girls Soccer

Boys Soccer

Girls Field Hockey
Girls Basketball

Boys Basketball
Mr. Marini - tiddly winks; Mrs. Donaldson - belly dancer; Mr. Payson - champion hacky sacker; Mrs. Clutter - football player; Mr. Stern - gymnast; Mr. DINapoli - rodeo rider; Mr. Leone - ballet dancer; Mr. Podgurski - mud wrestler; Mrs. Duffey - Russian dancer; Ms. McNeil - BMX racer; Mr. Wenstrom - miniature golf player; Mr. Grant - surfer; Mr. Wood - log roller; Ms. Hunter - boxer; Mr. MacNeil - Jello wrestler; Mr. Weeks - roller skater; Mrs. Keating - skin diver; Mr. Dentino - yoga instructor; Mr. Phillip - belly flopper; Ms. Holly - biathlete; Mrs. Horne - drag car racer;
SPORTS

Ms. Nann - sumo wrestler; Dr. Curtin - pole vaulter;
Mr. Johnson - speed skater; Mrs. Robison - sprinter;
Ms. Tinney - log thrower; Ms. Sobel - professional
chess player; Mr. Connor - pool player; Mrs. Hesse -
scuba diver; Mrs. Spooner - slalom skier; Mrs.
Dawson - baseball player; Mrs. Leftwich - tennis
player; Mr. DiMare - hula hooper; Mrs. Aldrich -
basketball player
Reincarnations of 8th

Grade: Peabody & Sanborn

Keva Alexander - Computer repair technician,
Gordon Allen - Not Dutch; Chris Anderson - Small;
Ian Anderson - Poet; Mark Anderson - Shampoo tester; Robbie Andrews - Chicken farmer; Rick Arnaud - Healthy; Monty Atkins - Cockroach;
Crissie Baseggio - Mime; Kristen Belanger - Marital counselor; Stanley Boykin - Einstein hater;
Kristen Bratzler - Garbage mechanic; Kristin Brinner - Camera destroyer; Colton Brown - High explosive specialist; Nicole Bruneau - On time;
Melissa Bruso - Plastic surgeon; Amy Burke - Noon Aide; Mike Bush - Cellist; Veda Byrd - Opera singer; Allison Byron - Concert pianist; Berenika Byszewski - Avon lady; September Cain - In charge of nuclear weapons; Matt Carey - Politician; Kim Carr - Senator; Steve Carr - Ballet dancer; Allison Carter - T.V. Evangelist; Ben Chaset - Sardine;
Andrew Cho - Muscular; Maggie Ciardi - Housewife;
Catherine Conway - Cathleen; Sara Copley - Car sales person; Susie Corke - Dietician; Chris Cornett - Policeman; Brian Cross - Motorcycle gangster; Megan Crowley - First lady; Tim Davis - Yuppie; Mandy DeBruin - Taxi Driver; Lucy Demerjian - Talk show host; Suzanne Derome - Easter bunny; Janel DiMare - Waltzer,
Siobhan Doherty - Serious; Sean Doyle - King; Sarah Edmond - Loud; Aaron Englund - Woodsy the Owl; Ian Enright - Not funny; James Farrow - Salad bowl salesman; Josh Feinberg - Tupperware party host; Jason Flvek - Scribe; Ryan Fortier - French chef; Kristen Foss - Plastic surgeon; Stephanie Fry - Quarterback; Nina Gerzon - Marie Antoinette; Shanti Giampa - Garbage collector; Tracy Gianotti - Rocket scientist; Katie Gluck - Giraffe; Seth Goldbarg - Preschool teacher; Stephanie Goulet - Terrorist; Leo Gower - Math teacher; Kurt Gray - Exiled Central American dictator; Valerie Green - Classical music freak; Katie Greene - Compulsive eater; Nancy Haas - Mute; Mike Hackmer - B.U. student; Sharon Haddad - Headless Horseman; Becky Hanson - Critic; Kim Harris - Stockbroker; Simon Hawes - Fashion designer; B.E. Heinle - Illiterate; Emily Heiss - Animal poacher; Mark Hetenyi - French Foreign Legion; Mike Hollywood - Plumber; Rahkii Holman - John Travolta; Mary Hopkins - Ringmaster; Joanna Jeffery - Doctor; John Joffrion - Perfectionist; Nirah Johnson - Unflirtatious; Sharon Joyce - Bug Collector; Tiffany Jubinsky - Coppertone tester; Hillary Kane - Buffalo; Margaret Kearns - Not musical; John Kinsman - Bartles and Jaymes salesman; Emily Knee - Chess-club president;
Sarah Koenigsberg - Naturalist; James Kohl - White cloud salesman; Vaso Kovijanic - Ty-D Bowl man; Miyuki Koyangi - French; Brian Lee - Quilter; Mike Lynch - The French chef; Heather Lyon - Used car salesperson; Mike MacLellan - Band teacher; Todd Markson - WWF wrestler; Anna Marmanides - Flower child; Beth Mason - IRS Collector; Fred McAuley - Disco dancer; Katie McBride - Bus Driver; Marie McNulty - English teacher; Maren Miller - Chimney Sweep; Ghana Milton-Purnell - Secretary; Mara Mintzer - Taxidermist; Daue Moon - Rock musician; Tom Moreau - Fireman; Ilan Moss - Star Wars collector; Curt Nausea - Principal; Becky Nicoll - Cowgirl; Lindsey Noecker - Ninja; Billy and Wally Noke - Hypnotic team; Neil O'Rourke - Forest Ranger; Staci Olsen - Firefighter; Susan Passus - Anteater; Jenny Pavlik - Chronic Liar; Mike Pearson - Psychiatrist; Sarah Poole - Long distance runner; Kem Poston - Sports commentator; Bryan Power - Blowfish; Michelle Pugliese - Anti-George Michael activist; Kate Quill - Army general; Jay Read - Gambler; Peter Redington - Cow herder; Mary Rodgers - Saturday morning cartoon host; Susie Rood - Trapeze artist; Kerry Ruetenik - Couch potato; Mike Russell - Morton Downey Jr.; Laurel Schaider - Boxer; Corey Scott - Ice Cream vendor;
Bogdan Serbu - Swimsuit model; Kevin Seth - Direct and to the point; Ben Small - Mortician;
Andrew Spooner - Pencil; Rebekah Stanton - Congresswoman; Adam Stark - Zucchini planter;
Jon Stephenson - Croquet player; Willie Stromeyer - Candlepin bowler; Kara Swanson -
Michael Jordan; Ben Tarlow - Ant farmer; Monica Terry - Professional softball player; Aron Thelen - Bank teller; Patrick Twomey - Pencil sharpener; Kathryn Vandever - Drill Sgt.; Meg Walpole - Bus driver; Sarah Wheeler - Big Bird;
Lena Wilensky - Oscar the Grouch; Michelle Williams - Hairdresser; Tiesha Williams -
Biologist; Liz Willner - Orthodontist; Katie Worster - Pogo-ball tester; Anne-Marie Wulfsberg - D.J.; Jon Wyman - Kamakazi pilot;
Desia Young - Snuffleupagus; Takary Young - Spanish Illiterate; Eli Zarwan - Pygmy; Ken Zins - Crash test dummy.
LET'S BURY......
BIG EARRINGS - BANDANAS - NOT
WEARING SOCKS - PEACE EARRINGS
TWO DIFFERENT COLORED SNEAKERS -
SLIPPERS - HIGH TOP SNEAKERS -
SUSPENDERS - ESPRIT - STRING
BRACELETS - BLUTCHERS - POLO -
TURTLE NECKS - GUESS JEANS - ARM
WRESTLING - MOON WATCHES - SKATE
BOARDS - BOYS WITH PIERCED EARS -
UGLY TIES - TWIN HAIRCUTS - RAGGING
ON TEACHERS - RIPPED AT THE KNEE
JEANS - BENETTON - HAPPY FACE
STICKERS - WEARING TWO PAIRS OF
SOCKS AT THE SAME TIME - WEARING
FATHER'S CLOTHES - JEWELRY -
PLAYING NINTENDO AROUND THE CLOCK
IT ALL HAPPENED TOO FAST!